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Healthcare clowns make hospitals a more child-friendly place.
By

Monica Culen, CEO and Founder at RED NOSES Clowndoctors International
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The nurse told me that she would take away my little bear if I continued crying. It was
the only toy I had with me in hospital and it gave me so much comfort when I missed my
parents the most.
At that time, I was only 2 years old and my stay in the hospital lasted 10 months. It was a
nightmare for me. Until the age of 6, several lung infections kept coming back again and
again and I nally had to undergo a therapy in a pulmonary sanatorium. I still remember
this time as if it had been yesterday: lying still in bed, no noise, no visits, no toys allowed,
no playing. Nothing but loneliness, fear and anxiousness. For weeks and months.
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Later in my life, during the 1990s, I had a top job at an international organisation; I once
read an article in the LIFE Magazine, which immediately resonated with me. The article
was about the rst hospital clown in New York, Michael Christensen, and his joyful
impact on sick children.
I had to think back on my painful times in the hospital and started crying. Hospitals used
to be a place of sickness, su ering and even death. The article impressed me, because
Michael Christensen could bring such a strength, power and positive energy into these
places.
Then I did something very unusual. I had this deep desire that no child should su er
from loneliness and sadness in hospital again. Therefore, I quit my well-paid job, as I was
inspired to set up a similar healthcare clown organisation. At the same time, I partnered
with the artist and clown expert Giora Seeliger, who knew about the strength and vitality
of humour and art due to his many years of stage experience all over Europe.
At the beginning the doctors and the nursing sta were very sceptical and feared that
we would turn the daily routine of the hospital upside down, bringing chaos and creating
unrest with the children. We had to be very diplomatic and convincing. However, when
they heard the rst children laughing, experiencing relaxed and positive patients
afterwards, they were convinced of the work of hospital clowns.
Today our professionally trained clowns are accepted and even involved in di cult
treatments, because they can create a positive atmosphere, gently diverting the child’s
focus away from the often painful medical procedures. The medical sta and the
families gave us feedback that the clowns reduced stress and anxiety during the
treatments, not only for the sick children, but also for the medical sta and parents.
Nowadays, even the World Health Organisaton (WHO) claims that art and humour have
a robust impact on mental and physical health, resulting in remarkable economic
bene ts as well!
I am honoured that doctors and nurses see that clown visits have an important impact
on the psychosocial wellbeing and the recovery process of sick children. They
experienced that it is not about having a circus show but about building a supportive
and positive spirit in the hospital room, uplifting the emotional state of children,
boosting the acceptance of medical treatments and thus enhancing the healing process.
My message to anyone reading this is that children’s emotions matter. Nowadays, it has
become common practice in the western world that a paediatric ward gets regular visits
from clown doctors. With that, hospitals turn more and more into child friendly places,
where it is all about humans, emotions and connection. Moreover, fun!
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Monica Culen, CEO and Founder at RED NOSES Clowndoctors International
Monica Culen is the co-founder and CEO of Red Noses Clowndoctors International, the world’s largest clown
doctor group, operating in Europe and the Middle East. She also currently serves as chairwoman of the board for
the European Federation of Hospital Clown Organisations and for the Austrian Fundraising Association. In 2008
she received the very prestigious award – the Silver Medal of Merit of the Republic of Austria - for her work, as
well as the Centrope Prize for outstanding commitment to transnational cooperation between Austria, Slovakia,
Hungary and Czech Republic in 2015 and the Brand Life Award of the European Brand Institute in 2017.
Monica Culen was the youngest Chief hostess for 80 team members at the Olympic Games in Munich (Germany)
in 1972 and she worked in the PR department of INSEAD in Fontainbleau (France) in the mid-70ies. Later on, she
was appointed as PR and Protocol Officer at the OPEC Fund for International Development, organising Minister’s
conferences in Austria, Africa and South America.
An article in the “Life Magazine” about Michael Christensen, the very first hospital clown visiting sick children in
New York in the 1990s impacted Monica Culen strongly. Immediately she remembered her own negative
childhood experiences in the infectious wards in hospitals, where she had to stay for several months, filled with
loneliness, fear and anxiousness.
Her strong and adventurous spirit got vociferous and together with the clownery expert and acting teacher Giora
Seeliger, who knew about the power of humour due to his many years of stage experience all over Europe, they
decided to found the healthcare clown organisation ‘RED NOSES’ in Austria.
Their clowns empower vulnerable audiences in personal interventions, not only children in hospitals, but also
people in geriatric centres, patients in rehabilitations centres, youth with mental and multiple diseases, refugees
and other displaced people. The figure of the clown is extremely human and touches individuals deeply by
bringing them relief and hope in moments where they cannot connect to their positive emotions.
As thousands of studies have proved the positive effect of humour, healthcare clowns are more and more
accepted in the medical sector, and even involved in difficult or painful treatments. They can create a positive
atmosphere, reducing stress and anxiety, not only for the sick children, but as well for the medical staff and the
care providers.
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